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Letter From The Chair
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CHANTAL TRUDEAU

The 365give mission and vision is unwavering, even in 2020 during a world pandemic.  The state of the world has
changed, but our commitment remains strong and we know it’s what the world needs now. This is a time when a focus
on our mental health and well-being has never been more important. Research has shown us that giving improves all
areas of our life both physically and mentally.   

Each year we work with our global community to achieve our mission to "change the world 1 give, 1
day at a time" using 3 guiding pillars: 
 
IMPACT: Inspiring people globally to create a positive impact on our world. 

HAPPINESS: To increase personal happiness and well-being with each small act of giving we inspire. 

RIPPLE: The ripple effect  spreads positive impact and happiness with each life touched.
We are very proud of the achievements we made this past year that are true to these three guiding pillars and we are
excited to share the stories, to share the impact, and to show you the happy faces that have touched our hearts from
every corner of the world. 

The pandemic forced 365give to make a major shift in the way we deliver our message. It affected each of us, no
matter where we live, where we come from, our gender, heritage or socio-economic status. People all around the
world have had to change the way they live and the way they give. We worked to deliver messages of hope, to deliver
stories of inspiration and to encourage people to reach out and connect. 

We knew we had to continue to encourage a daily giving habit with our members sheltering at home. It started with
#Do1Give Day in April and we went virtual across social media platforms, with schools, families, individuals and
businesses. We came together to spread the good. In the worst of times it brought out the best in humanity.   
 
We know that human beings need social connections to shine. We know that children who moved from classrooms to
remote or virtual learning would have the need to stay connected with their peers and the world. We shifted our
strategy to make it possible for everyone to stay connected. We reached out to our members, adapted our programs,
added crucial resources to our website, and inspired the world with virtual giving ideas. Together we battled the
pandemic head on with hope, happiness and love in action.   

I know that I have never felt more grateful. As we get used to the new normal - wearing our masks, washing our hands,
physically distancing – we also get used to looking after each other. I also know that we will keep on giving. Our
strength is to adapt, shift, and pivot when needed. We are resilient and we will thrive in these new times.  

Stay safe. Stay healthy. Stay happy. 
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How We Serve
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Mission / Vision Values

Changing the world 
One give, 
One day at a time.

Inspiring & educating the hearts and
minds of people to create lasting
positive global change through a
practice of daily giving increasing
personal happiness and well-being. 

Connectedness
Transparency
Collaboration
Education
Integrity
Community
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Inclusion & Unity
Giving and happiness have always been at the core of the 365give mission. Global happiness has been
challenged in 2020 not only with CODID-19 but also racial conflict across the world.

We know that saying nothing is saying a lot.

A diverse range of volunteers representing all voices, languages, cultures and socio- economic backgrounds.
Diversity in blog posts celebrating all cultures.
Actively recruiting a culturally diverse Board of Directors.
No cost programs and resources to assist social emotional-learning in children.

We believe all people should be treated fairly, with justice and respect. At 365give, we understand the impact of
inclusion and unity. We strive to include diverse voices in our messages and our programs. We want our
programs to bring people together as a human race. Our efforts include:

We believe that education should be available to everyone and our tools remain free so
that we can reach a diverse global population, regardless of socio-economic conditions. 

365give has been founded, created and run by volunteers. Our diverse volunteer base has expanded our voice,
expanded our experience and expanded our message.

Recruit a more diverse Board of Directors.
Include round tables from global volunteers.
Reach out to populations currently underserved by our programs.
Incorporate messages of unity and inclusion in our programs.

But we also recognize that we must continue our quest for inclusivity. As we strive to include more voices and
reach out to more and diverse populations, the Board of 365give commits to:

At 365give, we started small, but we have big plans. We plan to unite the world through giving—we believe this
is the common thread that connects every human—being of service to each other and the planet we share. In
so doing, we will continue to reach out to hear from people all over the world and include their voices in our
programs and messages. We remain open to new ways of working and we will actively seek out new opinions
and ideas to help us achieve this goal.
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Giving In Crisis
Covid-19 will be remembered for changing our lives. Every day brought new
challenges, new events, and new ways of living. We will forever remember the
tragedy that hit so many unsuspecting families, so many people and so many
communities around the world. 

Our hearts go out to those who suffered losses at the hands of
this pandemic.

We hope that covid-19 will also be remembered as a time that inspired change,
courage, generosity and giving. People have had a lot taken away from them
during this time, but many have taken this time to reflect on what is important
and use this time to spread joy and kindness and to give back to their local and
global community.

At 365give, we wanted to help. We wanted to be a vehicle to share messages of
hope and encouragement. We wanted to inspire those who were stuck at home
to give in any way they could. We had to reach out in a new way and we did this
through social media, our website, and our followers. We asked our members to
share their stories and they came through with more heart, more courage and
more joy than we could have ever imagined.
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The Challenge:
Global

The Challenge: 
Education

#Do1Give Day

Our annual one-day event, #Do1Give
Day, introduces the idea of how small
acts of giving can make a big impact
together.  
The program started as a youth-led
initiative in schools and has expanded
to include families, individuals,
communities and businesses globally.  
We use the power of social media to
inspire participation and grow the
giving  and happiness each year. 

Education is at the core of what we do.               
It's how it all started. 
The 365give Challenge is rooted in
teaching the "why" and "how" of
giving. We make giving possible and
inclusive for everyone. We teach the
positive effects of giving to our mental
and physical health along with the
positive effects on the world around us.  
Our program is a tool for educators to
effectively and easily grow a generation
of compassionate, kind, caring, happy
children that care about the world
around them. 

In 2017, 365give was given the
opportunity to share our work with
the world via a TEDx Talk that went
viral. What we learned is The 365give
Challenge is for everyone and we
wanted to invite the whole world to
join us to change the world. 
We created a free membership based
website with resources and guides to
teach and inspire everyone to give.
We  included families, individuals,
community groups and businesses.
The more giving we inspire the better
and happier the world gets. 
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The Challenge: Education

Empowering All Learners

As a Special Needs teacher, I am always looking for new ways to keep my class
engaged while teaching. When I first learned about 365give, I was introduced to a
great opportunity to teach the positive rewards that come with small acts of
giving to my students.  

Making ‘cozy corner’ colouring books 
Sharpening pencils for other classrooms
Helping with cafeteria cleanups 
Making bracelets to give to other students as a spirit boost
Working together to surprise Mr. Ricky, our schools custodian, on his birthday by
making him cards
Participated in NYC’s “Knock Knock Give a Sock” sock drive which we  collected
over 50 pairs of socks
Collected toys to contribute to the Toys for Tots drive
Household or non-perishable food items that we donated to families in Haiti

We’ve made sure to diversify our gives to reach other students and staff in the school as well
as outside organizations. Some of my favourite things our students have done are:

Simple Acts of Giving: Stretch Our Thinking

I have seen a huge shift in energy throughout my classroom since doing the 365give
challenge. The challenge has empowered my students to make a positive difference in the
schools community and beyond.

My students have been given the opportunity to take on leadership roles that I have seen
cause a ripple effect throughout the entire school. It has also brought out traits of generosity,
compassion and thoughtfulness to the forefront of their minds each day, which has left them
beaming with confidence and enthusiasm to keep on doing small acts of giving. I have even
noticed myself more joyful and enthusiastic for each workday. Overall, the 365give challenge
has been nothing short of amazing for my students, and I am so grateful for all of the
inspiration and support everybody at 365give has provided throughout it. 

Christina Peters  / Cella Adriana       Educators  NYC / USA

Hollingsworth School
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The Challenge: Global

Hollingworth School

365give.tj

Helped a family in need of food and clothing during Covid,  
Provided items like food, clothing and bedding to a grandmother who lives in an
abandoned building with her grandson.  
Supported a single mother and her children by gifting them with toys and clothing we
collected as donations.   

I first learned about 365give when a visit to a local orphanage with my brother left me inspired to
get involved with an organization that brings people together through small acts of giving. On my
pursuit to find a way to do this I came across the TEDx Talk “How to be Happy Everyday: It Will
Change the World”. I felt so connected to 365give’s values of bringing people together through
daily small acts of giving, showing people a way to be happier, and making a difference in your
community. I was eager to begin the 365give Challenge. 

I invited my family to join in The Challenge with me and created an Instagram (@365give.tj) so
that I could share our gives with others in Tajikistan. Our social media presence quickly took off
and before I knew it, I had people reaching out to me wanting to get involved. We are now a team
of 8 volunteers all on a mission to give back, and it’s only just beginning -- we plan to expand our
team so that we can create more ways of giving focusing on ones related to education.  

The energy @365give.tj receives is indescribable, all I can say is that seeing so many others want
to participate in The Challenge makes me so happy. Actions really do speak louder than words,
which is why I believe the 365give Challenge has resonated throughout my community. 

Every give we do is so important to us and leaves us happier and appreciating our lives a little bit
more than before. If we had to choose a few of the most meaningful gives we have done, they’d
be: when we  

Our favouites are always knowing that each small act of giving is making a big impact on the lives
we touch.  

Mahina Niyozova  / Tajikstan 
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#Do1Give Day
Our family got involved in 365give's #Do1Give Day because we saw it as a great
opportunity to not only build values of love and selflessness within our family, but to
also teach our children the importance of giving. In a society that says we should
only "get" and it's about "me" it is crucial we teach the next generations how it is
vital of humanity to give of ourselves. Children are watching everything we do and
say, so if we as parents show them the impact giving can have on communities both
locally and worldwide, it helps to build a stronger future. 

This year we really got creative with our daily gives as the world shut down due to
Covid19. We turned to social media where we created a Facebook group filled with
people in our community. Together we gave food, money, and other resources to
anyone in need, no matter where they were located. It really helped us connect with
people in our community who were high-risk and didn't feel comfortable leaving
their homes, so we could deliver groceries and other essentials to them. We also
used Facebook Live for karaoke nights as a fun way to lighten the intensity of
everything happening around us. We may have been physically distant but we
became socially connected for social good. 

Our other favorite gives we did this year were creating a song together as a family
for the 365give movement and practicing mindfulness to spread love and positivity
to those around us, whether that be through empowering others or providing a
listening ear to those who need one. 

By committing to #Do1GIve Day as a family, we have grown to be much more in
tune with the needs of others, and have opened our hearts wider to serve and give.
The energy that radiates from within by doing small acts of giving is truly
untouchable, and it flows way beyond our local community to across the world.

The Howze Family
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I first learned about 365give in 2017 after watching Jacqueline’s TedX Talk on “How
to Be Happy Everyday: It Will Change The World.” At the time, my son Shakti, was
only 1 year old, but I was so uplifted by the project that I couldn’t wait until he was
old enough to do it with him. As an educator and mother, I was inspired by this
challenge because I saw it as an opportunity to give back to my community, while
being able to model and teach giving to my son.  

We began the 52Give Challenge in the New Year of 2020, by giving cookies to our
local Fire Station to show our appreciation for all of their hard work. At that time,
Australia was experiencing catastrophic wildfires and we felt the firefighters
deserved to know the community thanked them for keeping us safe! Since then
we’ve had so many memorable gives, like donating food to our local Food Bank,
learning how to properly recycle in our home, and having Shakti spend time out in
the garden with his Appa.  
 
Shakti and I have learned how happy giving makes us over the course of this
year, a new slogan has emerged in our house: “Do Kind, Say Kind, and Be
Kind”.  

Another thing we’ve learned this year is that when it comes to giving, it is truly the
thought that counts. Some of our best gives have been surprising our friends on
their special days because Shakti really enjoys making cards for the occasion. You
never know how much a small act of giving can mean to someone else.  

Even though we’ve completed our own 52Give Challenge, our giving doesn’t end as
the year does. Shakti has loved to see the impact his small acts of giving have on
other people, the planet and the animals. The 365give Challenge has brought us so
much gratitude and happiness and we can’t wait to do more gives and inspire
others to do the same.  

Increasing Happiness

Vidhya & Shakti
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The Challenge: Education
G L O B A L  T O T A L S  Y E A R  O V E R  Y E A R

T H E S I S  D E F E N S E

35k
STUDENT PARTICIPATION GLOBAL SCHOOL PARTICIPATION

345 34%
INCREASE FROM 2018/19
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The
Challenge:
Members
ACCUMULATIVE TOTALS 2017 - 2020

3,100

43%

Individuals

664
Families

56
Businesses

37
GroupsA N N U A L  R E P O R T

Yearly Increase 2019 / 2020
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GIVING INCREASES GLOBAL
WELLBEING & HAPPINESS

150K
Inspired Small Acts of Giving

186
Number of Countries We Serve

40K
Number Unique Visitors to 

the 365give Platform
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United States

Canada

India

UK

Australia

Germany

Hong Kong

Philippines

South Africa

Spain

Top Regions

Representing Our

Members
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Where Does
the Money Go?
How We Spend Your
Generous Donations

The Challenge
73%

Communication / Inspiration
16%

#Do1Give Day
10%

Administration
1%
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0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000

Marketing Communication 

Administration 

Accounting 

Program Planning 

Board of Directors 

Fundraising 

Volunteer Hours
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750 hours

250 hours

175 hours

550 hours

180 hours

450 hours
$11,250

$5,760

$13,750

$4,375

$3,250

$18,750

Value of Time

$57,135
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Changing The World Together
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Our
Dedicated
Team of
Volunteers
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Board of Directors
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Michael Li – Secretary / Legal Counsel 

Michael is the legal guidance of running a charitable
organization but his dedication is inspired by the
importance of teaching and inspiring the young and old to
give to people, animals and is excited to be a part of the
365give movement.   

Lindsay Storry – Director of Education 

As an educator, Lindsay has felt the impact of 365give in her
classroom through the pride and happiness in her students.
She believes the ripple effect reaches far and wide and is a
proud member of the 365give team. 

Lorna Nimmons – Treasurer 

Lorna is committed to being involved in her community and
helping others. As a former Big Sister, she is a strong
supporter of mentoring objectives and a strong beleif in the
power of giving. 

Tammy Lawrence – Vice Chair 

Always passionate about children and youth and giving back to the
community, Tammy found a perfect fit with 365give. “I love being part
of a global movement that is creating a society where people feel
good about themselves through giving back.” 

 

Chantal Trudeau – Chair 

Chantal’s passion for teaching and learning started 32 years
ago and she believes that teaching the hearts and minds of
children is paramount to make children to feel happy, valued,
and empowered.  

One Mom. One child. Inspiring a world of change. Jacqueline
and Nic, along with brothers Tyler and Sterling, are
committed to their work at 365give. Their dream is to inspire
people around the world – young and old – to make a
better, happier world for everyone. 

Jacqueline $ Nic Way Founders
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Our Supporters
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Tiron & Kitty Pechet



Contact Us
Reach out to us today and kick
start your daily dose of happiness
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www.365give.ca

changetheworld@365give.ca

https://www.instagram.com/365give.ca
https://twitter.com/365give?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/365give/
https://www.facebook.com/365give
http://www.365give.ca/

